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Web Developer with 2 years of experience in principal tech stack MERN (MongoDB, Express.js, React, Node.js). I consider
myself a solution builder. I have worked on projects in finance, ecommerce, health and education platforms . I am looking
for a position that offers me the opportunity to grow as a professional and continue to expand my experience in React
and Next.js.

EXPERIENCE
Nodether Social Media, Full Stack Engineer— July, 2022 - Current

● We started to create the MVP for the Nodether social network on blockchain.
● Being part of the core team I had to make the first decisions on where to go with the development, as

well as which technologies to use.
● In terms of technologies I had to work with Next.js as the main frontend technology, along with

typescript.
● On the backend side we worked with Docker, Node.js, MongoDB and AWS.

As Freelance, Fullstack Engineer— March, 2022 - Current
● I started working for specific clients in projects related to Ecommerce, Finance especially in the Fintech

sector.
● I work as Frontend and Backend depending on the requirements.

Tech Stack: I focus on the MERN stack (MongoDB, Express.js, React, Node.js), adding Typescript and Next.js. As
for PostgreSQL databases.

Resonance Medical, Frontend Developer Vue— January, 2022 - March, 2022
● Here I had my first experience with the Vue  framework, a great challenge professionally, plus the

responsibility was greater when working on a health platform.
● We created a complex system to display patient data, given that there were hospitals all over the

world, we were able to increase the number of patients accessing their treatments without physically
attending, which was very useful during the pandemic.

Tech Stack: On the technical side we used microservices with the backend team using PHP 8, PostgreSQL, Bootstrap, Vue as
main technology.

Nexitus, Frontend Developer React — September, 2021 - December, 2021
● We worked with an education platform called EduTech, which was full of challenges, somehow I

committed myself in a special way to knowing the objective.
● We created a system to certify students in this way had their certifications up to date to enter the

working world or continue with other careers.
Tech Stack:  We create very complex systems from React, Typescript, Bootstrap, PHP 7, Docker, AWS, and third party
libraries..

SKILLS
Programming Languages: Advanced: Javascript; Basic: Solidity, Python, PHP.
Frameworks and Tools: Advanced: React, Node.js, Typescript, Git; Intermediate: Vue, Next.js, Express.js, Cypress.io, Jest;
Basic: Docker, Kubernetes, AWS.
Data Base: Intermediate: PostgreSQL, MongoDB, MySQL.
Agile: Scrum.
Languages: Intermediate: English; Beginner: Portuguese; Beginner: German; Native: Spanish.

EDUCATION
Platzi - Web application development, Jan 2020

● I continue to specialize as a developer, learning every day something new related to new technologies, either in
Frontend or Backend.

● I'm focused on improving my problem solving and going deeper into the MERN stack.
● As for the technologies learned, I can mention Javascript, Typescript, React, Next.js, Node.js, Express.js,

PostgreSQL, MongoDB, GraphQL.
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